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Study context
The aim of the stakeholder analysis is to:
Identify stakeholders and their interests to provide input to dialogue
events whose expected outcomes are actionable policy
recommendations for effective implementation of modal shift measures
organized in 7 cluster topics (as listed and exemplified on the following slide)
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The seven cluster topics
Pricing instruments for modal shift

Supporting efficiency improvements
(e.g. avoiding empty runs, improving
load management, etc.)

Support measures for Combined
transport
Supporting new technologies for
intermodal transport (“smart rail”,
“smart CT”)
Identification of capacity
constraints/missing links/infrastructure
needs

Overcoming barriers for small
companies to make use of intermodal

Management of rail infrastructures
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Method and how to read this document
Stakeholder analysis method used
• Each topic is introduced by a page of example projects that may fit with the headline including, where possible, labelled
EUSALP projects
• Following the review of stakeholder analysis methods carried out as Work Step 1 of this project, the stakeholders
relevant to the 7 cluster topics are classified on the slides in this presentation by using:
• the Basic stakeholder Analysis Technique (BAT), entailing listing the stakeholders, their expectations with reference
to the possible projects belonging to each cluster topic and whether those expectations are likely to be fulfilled or
not. Those lists of expectations are not necessarily exhaustive since they do not include all the aims of the
stakeholders.
• the Net-Map method, depicting the relations among stakeholders, their likely stance with respect to projects
belonging to each cluster topic, their influence on the projects belonging to the cluster topics
• The relationships depicted in the net-maps are sometimes multiple and complex. Explanatory notes outline some of their
most important elements
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Method and how to read this document
Stakeholder analysis method used
• Stakehodlers relevant to each topic are listed
at the benning of the topic’s discussion
• They are drawn from the list reported on the
right of this slide

• To highlight the different character of the
stakeholders, those the private companies are
written on a white background, civil society
representatives on a green background,
national and regional public bodies on an
orange background, European bodies on a
blue background
• The documents discusses stakeholders
closest to operations though further
stakeholders could be considered for some
topics and projects such as Chambers of
Commerce and Universities
TORINO
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Forwarders
Rail traction operators
Shunting operators
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Terminal operators
Wagon leasing companies
Road infra manager
Port terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Construction companies
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Environmental authorities
Regional government
National government
National transport regulator
ERA/National rail safety regulators
Customs and other border control Authorities
European Commission
linksfoundation.com

Method and how to read this document
How to read this document
• The stakeholder interest tables list the interests of each stakeholder in relation to the nature of the projects belonging to
each topic
Stakeholder type
Three colour summary
judgement of whether
expectations may be fulfilled
Note1: the yellow dot
indicates either that the
expectation is fulfilled to an
extent or that fulfilment
depends on the specificities
of the actual project

Forwarders
●
●
●
●
●

Lower operational costs
Balanced flows (return loads)
Reliable services
Wider choice of destinations
Improved management of assets (ITUs) to reduce costs to
shippers

List of interests

Note2: the red dot indicates
that the expectation is not
fulfillled, not necessarily that
the result is in the opposite
direction to the expectation
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Method and how to read this document
How to read this document
• Several Net maps are presented for each topic to illustrate relationships of different nature among stakeholders (e.g. who
provides services to whom, who may fund whom, who exchanges data with whom)
• All net maps within a topic have in common the stakeholders, the judgement on their attitude to the type of projects and
their likely influence
Coloured dots show the
expected attitude of the
stakeholders towards the
project:
Likely favourable
Depends on the actual
project
Likely to oppose
Likely indifferent
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Stacks of bars depict the
influence on the type of
project (irrespective of the
source of influence)
A single white bars shows
lack of influence
The more the blue bars in the
stack (maximum is 5) the
higher the influence of the
stakeholder
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Method and how to read this document
How to read this document
• The NET-MAPS are organised by topic and by titled by type of relationship between actors:
• Services
• Funding/Incentives
• Approvals
• Political directions
• Operational information/Data
• Type of relationships used as titles of the net-maps have the following meanings
• SERVICES should be intended as
• transport services, like carrying a container on a truck or carrying a semitrailer on a train
• providing the organisation of transport services as forwarders do for shipper
• providing the infrastructure to carry out transport services as rail IM and road IM do, or as the port authorities
do for port terminals
Continues on the next slide
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Method and how to read this document
How to read this document
• FUNDING/INCENTIVES should be intended as the provision of funding or incentives by public authorities to private
actors such as those to cover part of the costs of intermodal transport (by rail, by sea) to level the playing field with
road
• APPROVALS are intended as:
• the economic approvals of the transport regulators for tariffs and tolls, or as the technical approvals of the rail
safety regulators for the admission of the vehicles on the rail lines

• The approvals by Customs and other border Authorities to import/export goods
• POLITICAL DIRECTIONS are those of governments towards lower level of governments or towards companies in
(part) public ownership or with which they have framework contracts (Rail IM, Port Authorities)
• OPERATIONAL INFORMATION/DATA is the other side of the net-maps on services and here data are intended as
those that make services possible such as the indication of the cargo that needs transport, or the request for a path
to access the rail line or the transmission of data to customs
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Method and how to read this document
Relationships between stakeholders
• As mentioned stakeholder maps preserve the structure of relationships across topics
• For improved readability we provide in this section an explanation of the relationship that can be found on the maps.
• Services’ net-map
• The wagon leasing companies provide vehicles to intermodal operators
• The port authority provide the terminal area to operators as well as access to the port and other services

• Road carriers are depicted providing services to
• Intermodal operators (for last mile transport)
• Forwarders (either for last mile transport or for door to door transport)
• Maritime shipping companies (when inland transport is organised by the lines – carrier haulage)
• Shippers/consignors in case transport is organised directly by the shippers

• Terminal operators (and port terminal operators) are shown providing services to
• Intermodal operators, for whom they receive, handle and relay the loading units
• Forwarders, for whom they receive, handle and relay the loading units
• Additionally the port terminal operators provide the terminals to load, handle, store and unload, the containers
to maritime companies
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Method and how to read this document
Relationships between stakeholders
• Services’ net-map continued
• The shunting operators providing shunting for the (port) terminal operators and the rail traction operators
• The rail infrastructure managers providing paths and traffic management to rail traction operators
• The rail traction operators, providing traction to trains of intermodal operators
• The intermodal operators providing services to forwarders, shippers (in case they work directly for them), maritime
transport companies (in case of carrier haulage)

• The maritime transport companies providing maritime transport services to forwarders (via their agents)
• The road infrastructure managers providing roads and motorways to road carriers
• Please note that we disregarded, to look at main actors and relationships, the container depot that are not part of
terminals
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Method and how to read this document
Relationships between stakeholders
• The Funding / Incentives net-map does not use continuous arrows since incentive may come from any of the public
authorities showing outgoing arrows to any of the stakeholders showing ingoing arrows.
• The funding/incentives map has not been included for Topic 7 as incentives are typically relevant to other topics in which
SMEs may play a role

• The Approvals map shows approvals that are of direct relevance for the topics examined only:
• Continuous arrows show approvals for import or export of cargo given by Customs and other border Authorities
• Dashed arrows show approvals for rolling stock by rail safety regulators
• Dashed arrows only shown leaving or entering stakeholders are approvals for tariffs and tolls by the economic
transport regulator

• The Operational Information / Data net-map shows information exchanged to make operations possible and to complete
them.
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Cluster topic 1
Pricing instruments
for modal shift
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Detail of the topic (the content of this slide is based on AlplInnoCT d.1.1.1 and on the final report of the Overview of existing pricing components that influence the
competitiveness between road and rail freight transport)

• Energy taxes (e.g. Fuel tax, electricity tax)
• Vehicle taxes (purchase and registration tax, ownership tax, insurance tax all for road vehicles only)
• Infrastructure charges (road tolls including specific tolls for Alpine crossing; rail infrastructure charges); among the road
tolls:
• The heavy vehicle tax in CH that contributes to financing the new Alpine crossings;
• Highway tolls according to vehicles’ environmental classes (e.g. CH along the Gotthard motorway, in AT)
• TOLL+ concept whereby external costs would be added as a surcharge on the existing toll rate (only being
discussed)
• Actions in the10 point program for the Brenner corridor
• Subsidies/grants (reduction or exemption from motor taxes; rail freight subsidies, VAT reductions/exemptions)
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
List of stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Forwarders
Rail traction operators
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Road infra managers
Port terminals
Maritime transport companies
Port Authorities
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National transport regulator
Customs and other border Authorities
National government
European Commission
TORINO
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Stakeholder/interests tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Resolution of traffic conflicts
Improved reliability of paths
Higher traffic volumes or traffic revenues
Low impacts on own organisation
Sustained availability of funding

Rail traction operators
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●

Increased demand for intermodal option
Terminals suitable to accommodate increased demand
Lower intermodal transport costs
Level playing field with long-distance road
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Level playing field with long-distance road
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●

Increased demand for intermodal option
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic
Terminals suitable to accommodate demand
Level playing field with long-distance road
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Stakeholder/interests tables
Forwarders
●
●
●

Low operational costs
Freedom of organising operations
Wide choice of (new) profitable routes/destinations

Road carriers
●
●
●

Availability of infrastructure
Low cost of infrastructure
Limited restrictions on operations

Civil society/local communities
Shippers/consignors
●
●
●

Low transport costs with good quality of service
Flexibility of transports
Low environmental impact of transports

●
●
●

Protection of natural environment
Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities

Road infra managers
●
●
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Traffic revenue
Traffic management and solution to congestion
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Stakeholder/interests tables
Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●

Increased maritime traffic
Increased demand for intermodal option
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic
Terminals suitable to accommodate demand
Level playing field with long-distance road

Maritime transport companies
●
●
●
●
●

Port Authorities
●
●

Resolution of road-side congestion
Sustained maritime volume
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Traffic volumes warranting port calls
Lower costs of intermodal option
Wide choice of transport options
Improved reliability of transport
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic

Shippers/consignors
●
●

Low transport costs
Reliable transit times
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Stakeholder/interests tables
European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

National government
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
No detriment to regional and local passenger traffic
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities

Lively national economies
Planning of actions consistent with national objectives and
resources
Balanced use of rail and road infrastructure

National transport regulator
●
●
●

Equitable access to terminals
Equitable access to rail infrastructure
Equitable access to road infrastructure

Customs and other border Authorities
●
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Traffic volume matched by ability to inspect
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

23

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

24

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Regional gov

Port Authority

Terminal
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

TORINO

National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

25

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 1: Pricing instruments for modal shift
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

In progress

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

26

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster topic 2
Support measures
for Combined
transport
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Detail of the topic (the content of this slide is based on AlpInnoCT d.1.1.1)
• Push measures (support CT), include financial measures and regulatory actions:
• Regulations: exemptions from driving bans for road vehicles involved in CT operations (e.g. exemption from driving
ban on Sundays, at weekends, at night) or from weight limits (eg allowing 44 t total mass rather than 40 t); rolling
motorway times useable as drivers’ rest time; liberalisation of the initial and/or final road haulage legs that form an
integral part of the CT operation; liberalization of operations time of terminals (which thus can work at night and
weekend)
• CT subsidies: incentives to companies operating rail services and multimodal rail operators (eg in IT), subsidies for
Innovative investments in systems and equipment (eg in AT), investment in private transhipment facilities (eg in
DE), subsidy to operations (e.g. in CH); reduction or reimbursement of vehicle taxes
• Pull measures (discourage long distance/cross Alpine road freight transport), include financial measures and regulatory
actions:
• Limits to weight of trucks or to circulation of trucks during holidays and weekends (CH, IT) at certain times of day or
night (eg AT, FR during summer), limits to circulation according to environmental class (eg Euro 0, 1, 2) or
dangerous goods class (eg Frejus road tunnel, Mont Blanc road tunnel, Gotthard road tunnel), limits on the
environmental class of vehicles on motorways (eg the Inn valley motorway in AT)
• Road haulage regulation (eg rest periods for drivers and connected conditions)
• Alpine Crossing Exchange (ACE) (only being discussed)
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
List of stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Rail traction operators
Shunting operators
Forwarders
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Road infra managers
Maritime transport companies
Terminal operators
Port terminal operators
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National government
Customs and other border Authorities
National transport/railway economic regulator
European Commission
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Stakeholder/interests tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Resolution of traffic conflicts
Improved reliability of paths
Higher traffic volumes or traffic revenues
Low impacts on own organisation
Sustained availability of funding

Rail traction operators
●
●
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increased demand for intermodal option
Terminals suitable to accommodate increased demand
Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of paths
Terminal providing swift handling of trains
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains
Lower intermodal transport costs
Level playing field with long-distance road
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Level playing field with long-distance road
Improved reliability of timetables
Improved usage of assets (locomotives)
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●

Increased demand for intermodal option
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic
Terminals suitable to accommodate demand
Level playing field with long-distance road
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Stakeholder/interests tables
Forwarders
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Low operational costs
Freedom of organising operations
Wide choice of (new) profitable routes/destinations
Reliable services
Wide choice of departure times (closing times at terminals)
Low operational costs
No or limited added burden on own admin

Road carriers
●
●
●
●

Road infra managers
●
●

Traffic volumes and/or revenue
Traffic management and solution to congestion
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Availability of infrastructure
Low cost of infrastructure
Limited restrictions on operations
Balanced flows (return loads)

Civil society/local communities
●
●
●

Protection of natural environment
Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Stakeholder/interests tables
Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●

Increased maritime traffic
Increased demand for intermodal option
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic
Terminals suitable to accommodate demand
Level playing field with long-distance road

Maritime transport companies
●
●
●
●
●

Port Authorities
●
●
●
●

Resolution of road-side congestion
Sustained maritime volume
Port-hinterland cluster governance
Customs corridors
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Traffic volumes warranting port calls
Lower costs of intermodal option
Wide choice of transport options
Improved reliability of transport
No negative effects on either road or rail traffic

Shippers/consignors
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Intermodal not more expensive than road transport
Simplicity of operations as with road transport
Reliable transit times
Control over own production and warehouse operations
Short response time for booking intermodal transport
Low environmental impact of shipments
Flexibility of transports
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Stakeholder/interests tables
European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

National government
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
No detriment to regional and local passenger traffic
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
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Lively national economies
Planning of actions consistent with national objectives and
resources
Balanced use of rail and road infrastructure

National transport regulator
●
●
●

Equitable access to terminals
Equitable access to rail infrastructure
Equitable access to road infrastructure
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
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Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
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Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Regional gov

Port Authority

Terminal
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

TORINO

National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

36

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 2: Support measures for Combined Transport
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

37

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster topic 3
Identification of
capacity constraints/
missing links/
infrastructure needs
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Detail of the topic
• Work by Corridors to define their work plans
• National and local plans for the development of lines, nodes and terminals
• Missing connecting links and tunnels, inclines along crossing lines, signalling and passing loops designed for short trains
• Insufficient entry/exit yards for terminals (also in terms of hampering concurrent shunting) or internal yard and tracks at
terminals (e.g. electrification, length)

EUSALP labelled projects as examples:
• KTN.2 Logistic Centre Austria South / Dry port Villach - Fürnitz

• LIG.1 Parma-La Spezia railway line
• LIG.2 Genoa-Marseille railway axis
• STM.1 Cargo Centre-Graz (CCG) Expansion of the Rail-Road terminal Graz-Süd
• STM.4 Alpine Western Balkan Corridor – New Bosruck base tunnel
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/ infra needs
List of stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Forwarders
Rail traction operators
Shunting operators
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Terminal operators
Road infra manager
Port terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Construction companies
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Environmental authorities
Regional government
National government
National transport regulator
ERA/National rail safety regulators
Customs and other border control Authorities
European Commission
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Stakeholder/aims tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Resolution of traffic conflicts (es on infra declared as congested)
Improved reliability of paths
Technologies leading to lower maintenance costs
Technologies entailing lower management costs
Higher traffic volumes
Low impacts on own organisation
Sustained availability of funding

Rail traction operators
●
●
●
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of paths
Improved carrying capacity of trains (no of ITUs)
Improved loading gauge (gabarit)
Consistent infrastructure capability along corridors and in
terminals (e.g. traction limits, train length, loading gauge,
admission for dangerous goods)
New intermodal links/links/routes/backup routes
Terminals providing sufficient capacity
Terminal providing swift handling of trains
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains
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Improved availability of infra (incl. reduced track possession
times)
Improved reliability of timetables
Improved usage of assets (locomotives)
Clear planning on infrastructure and certainty about time horizons
for infrastructure improvements and availability
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved reliability of paths
Consistency of infrastructure in terminals and on lines (train
length allowed on line, in terminal, in entry/exit yard)
Good capacity in entry/exit yard and along approach lines
Good capacity along approach roads
Sufficient number and optimal use of own equipment (e.g.
cranes)
Sufficient number and optimal use of own tracks
Sufficient surface and optimal use of own yards (e.g.
loading/unloading, depot areas)
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Stakeholder/aims tables
Forwarders
●
●
●
●

Reliable services
Improved rail delivery times
Wide choice of destinations
Wide choice of departure times (closing times at terminals)

Road carriers
●
●
●

Shippers/consignors
●
●
●
●
●

Reliability of shipments
Improved delivery times
Flexibility with goods departure times
Control over departure/arrival time of shipments
Low environmental impact of transports
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Good capacity along terminal approach roads, no mix with other
traffic
Short turnaround times at terminals
Work distributed throughout the day in order to organise several
terminal/customer trips

Civil society/local communities
●
●
●
●
●

Protection of natural environment
No or limited additional land use
No or limited impact on local communities (severance, noise,
pollution)
Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Stakeholder/aims tables
Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Improved reliability of paths
Consistency of infrastructure in terminals and on lines (train
length allowed on line, in terminal, in entry/exit yard)
Good capacity in entry/exit yard and along approach lines
Good capacity along approach roads
Sufficient number and optimal use of own equipment (eg cranes)
Sufficient number and optimal use of own tracks
Sufficient surface and optimal use of own yards (eg
loading/unloading, depot areas)
Quays, draft and cranes consistent with port market and related
vessels’ maximum dimensions

Maritime transport companies
●
●
●

Road infrastructure manager
●
●

Port Authorities
●
●

Increased port traffic/port calls
Sustained funding for port road/rail infrastructure development
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Shorter port call times
Sustained availability of loads at ports where ships call
Port infrastructure suitable to accommodate large vessels

Improved traffic levels (and income from tolls)
Lower congestion on network

Environmental authorities
●

Compliance with laws and limitations concerning environmental
impacts

linksfoundation.com

Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Stakeholder/aims tables
European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

National government
●
●
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
No detriment to regional and local passenger traffic
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
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Lively national economies
Planning of action consistent with national objectives and
resources
National network development perspective
No conflict with regional and long-distance passenger rail traffic
Balanced use of rail and road infrastructure

National transport regulator
●
●
●

Equitable access to terminals
Equitable access to rail infrastructure
Equitable access to road infrastructure
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Environmental
Authorities

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

45

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

46

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs

25 GENNAIO 2022

Regional gov

Port Authority

Environmental
Authorities

Terminal
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

TORINO

National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

47

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 3: Id. of capacity constraints/missing links/infra needs
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Environmental
Authorities

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

48

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies

linksfoundation.com

Cluster topic 4
Supporting efficiency
improvements
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Detail of the topic
• IoT and sensors to improve logistics monitoring and operations, incl. load matching
• IoT, automation of operations, automation of preparation and exchange
• Standardisations of processes and communications across technical implementations
• Integration of processes and data along logistics chains
• Triangulation of ITUs and virtual container yards
• Wagon sharing across intermodal links
• Synchromodality

2020 EUSALP labelled projects as examples:
• FVG.2 COMODALCE Coordination on Multimodal Freight Transport in Central Europe
• FVG.5 SMARTLOGI: Cross-border sustainable and smart logistics
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
List of stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Rail operators
Shunting operators
Forwarders
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Road infra managers
Wagon keepers
Road infra manager
Terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Port terminal operators
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National government
National transport/railway economic regulator
Customs and other boder control Authorities
European Commission
TORINO
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Stakeholder/aims tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of trains using paths
Technologies leading to lower maintenance costs
Technologies entailing lower management costs
Higher traffic volumes

Rail traction operators
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increased customer base
Improved reliability of paths
Improved carrying capacity of trains (no of ITUs)
Improved load factor of trains and overall improved profitability
Lower operational costs
Automation/digitalisation of documents/data production and
exchange
Improved usage of equipment (ITUs)
Improved responsiveness to customers
Balanced flows (return loads)
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Standardisation of assets across service lines
Improved profitability of operations

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved reliability of paths and arrivals
Better planning of operations
Better usage of own equipment and space
Possibility to manage incoming road traffic
Improved profitability of terminal operations
Automation of operations
Automation/digitalisation of documents/data production and
exchange
Lower costs of operations

linksfoundation.com

Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Stakeholder/aims tables
Forwarders
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lower operational costs
Balanced flows (return loads)
Reliable services
Wider choice of destinations
Improved management of assets (ITUs) to reduce costs to
shippers
Larger choice of routing options (also back-up ones)
Shorter response time for booking intermodal transport
Digitalisation of documents/data production and exchange
Improved control of outsourced operations

Shippers/consignors
●
●
●
●

Reliability of shipments
Visibility of shipments
Lower shipping costs
Shorter response time for booking intermodal transport

Road carriers
●
●
●
●

Wagon keepers
●
●
●
●
●
●

TORINO
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Profitability of asset
Control of assets
Leasing costs aligned with the market
Rentability of assets (as in quality, price band and flexibility)
High usability of assets for operators
Lower costs of asset maintenance
Civil society/local communities

●
●

●
●

53

Balanced flows (return loads)
Short turnaround times at terminals
Work distributed throughout the day in order to organise several
terminal/customer trips
No external control of operations

Protection of natural environment
No or limited impact on local communities (severance, noise,
pollution)
Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities

linksfoundation.com

Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Stakeholder/aims tables
Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved reliability of paths and arrivals
Better planning of operations
Better usage of own equipment and space
Possibility to manage incoming road traffic
Improved profitability of terminal operations
Automation of operations
Automation/digitalization of documents/data production and
exchange
Lower costs of operations
Quays, draft and cranes consistent with port market and related
vessels’ maximum dimensions

Maritime transport companies
●
●
●
●

Shorter port call times
Sustained availability of loads at ports where ships call
Control over hinterland transport
Better control of assets (ITUs)

Customs, border authorities and police, health authority
●
●

Improved availability of information for ITUs risk management
Availability of digitalised documents/data

Port Authorities
●
●
●
●

Increased port traffic/port calls
Digitalisation of documents/data exchange
Port-hinterland cluster governance
Customs corridors
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Stakeholder/aims tables
European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

National government
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
Development of local industrial/innovation clusters
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Lively national economies
Planning of action consistent with national objectives and
resources
Development of local industrial/innovation clusters

National transport regulator
●
●

Equitable access to transport information
Equitable access to transport infrastructure
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

Terminal
Ops

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon
keepers
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

Terminal
Ops

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon
keepers
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

Port Authority

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

Customs

25 GENNAIO 2022

Regional gov

Terminal
Ops

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

TORINO

National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

58

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon
keepers
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Topic 4: Supporting efficiency improvements
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

Terminal
Ops

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
Currently
missing data
exchanges
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Customs

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon
keepers

linksfoundation.com

Cluster topic 5
Supporting new
technologies for
intermodal transport
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Detail of the topic
• National and regional plans and projects for the introduction of ITS in transport and logistics from the information and
planning stage (routes, secure parking places) to the tracing of transports, including the interoperability among different
IT systems, also across modes and at transport nodes, and further to full automation of vehicles. Incentives to innovation
programs in CT (eg AT Innovationsprogramm Kombinierter Güterverkehr)
• Terminal platforms providing visibility of operations and instruction for incoming drivers delivering and collecting ITUs and
managing traffic and internal operations; automated inspection of ITUs carried on incoming/outgoing trains

• Technologies to load vertically non-craneable semi-trailers on trains
• Sensors and power generation systems on wagons/autonomous monitoring of loads
• IoT and E-freight systems, with automated generation, management and exchange of data (that form documents as
required) and trace ITUs
• Monitoring of cargo to enable extended gate operations

2020 EUSALP labelled projects as examples:
• FVG.2 COMODALCE Coordination on Multimodal Freight Transport in Central Europe
• FVG.5 SMARTLOGI: Cross-border sustainable and smart logistics
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
List of stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Forwarders
Rail operators
Shunting operators
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Terminal operators
Port terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Road infra manager
Wagon leasing companies
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National government
Customs and other border authorities
ERA/National rail safety regulators
European Commission
TORINO
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Stakeholder/aims tables
Rail infra manager

Shunting operators

• Lorem ipsum
●

Improved availability of infra

●
●
●
●

Technologies leading to lower maintenance costs
Higher traffic volumes
Low impacts on own organisation
Resolution of traffic conflicts

• Lorem
ipsum reliability of paths
●
Improved

●
●
●

Intermodal operator
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increased traffic/improved customer base
Use of equipment that is not specific to intermodal (and better use
of available payload when on the road)
Higher control on assets leading to hight load factor of trains
(higher profitability of service)
Lower transport costs
Improved information exchange
Improved reliability of service
Improved reliability of wagons
No additional effort for own organisation
Balanced flows (return loads)
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Lower operational costs
Improved exchange of information with rail operators and terminal
operators
Remain in business

Rail operators
●
●
●

Lower traction costs
Reliability of paths
No additional effort for own organisation

linksfoundation.com

Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Stakeholder/aims tables
Customs and other border Authorities

Port terminal operator

• Lorem ipsum
●

Advance information for risk analysis

●

Automated tracking of ITUs

• Lorem
ipsum of digitalised documents/data
●
Availability

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Maritime tpt companies
●
●
●

Improved management of assets (containers)
Sustained traffic volumes to warrant port calls
No additional effort for own organisation
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Control over incoming and outgoing flows
Increased reliability of paths
Balanced use of assets
Lower operational costs
Improved exchange of information with other actors
Automation of procedures to provide information to enter/leave
terminal (for both trains and trucks/drivers)
No additional effort for own organisation
Port Authorities

●
●
●
●
●

Sustained traffic volumes to warrant port calls
Improved exchange of information among actors
Land traffic control
Digitalisation of documents/data exchange
Customs corridors
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Stakeholder/aims tables
Terminal operator

Forwarders

• Lorem ipsum
●

Control over incoming and outgoing flows

●
●
●
●

Balanced use of assets
Lower operational costs
Improved exchange of information with other actors
Automation of procedures to proved information to enter/leave
terminal (for both trains and trucks/drivers)
No additional effort on own organisation

• Lorem
ipsum reliability of paths
●
Increased

●

●
●
●
●

Shippers/consignors
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lower transport costs
No damages during transport
Flexibility (e.g. shipping/receiving when most convenient)
Visibility of transports
Reliability of transports times
Low environmental impact
No additional effort for own organisation
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Lower transport costs
No damages during transport
Visibility of transports
Reliability of transports times

Road infrastructure manager
●
●
●

Improved traffic levels (and income from tolls)
Data to support infra use management
Data to support infra maintenance
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Stakeholder/aims tables
Wagon keepers

Container leasing companies

• Lorem ipsum
●

Profitability of asset

●
●
●
●

Leasing costs aligned with the market
Rentability of assets (as in quality, price band and flexibility)
Lower maintenance costs
No additional effort for own organisation

• Lorem
ipsumof assets
●
Control

●
●

Rentability of assets (as in quality, price band and flexibility)
Leasing costs aligned with the market

Civil society/ local communities
●
●
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Sustainable economic development of communities
No external costs
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Topic 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Stakeholder/interest table
European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

National government
●
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
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Balanced use of rail and road infrastructure
More efficient use of transport infrastructure
Lively national economies
Planning of actions consistent with national objectives and
resources

Customs, border authorities and police, health authority
●
●

Improved availability of information for ITUs risk management
Availability of digitalised documents/data
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Cluster 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

68

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

69

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs

25 GENNAIO 2022

Regional gov

Port Authority

Terminal
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

TORINO

National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

70

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster 5: Supporting new technologies for intermodal transport
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

71

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster topic 6
Management of rail
infrastructures
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Cluster 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Detail of the topic
• ERTMS implementation
• Redesign of line management, passing loops and signalling to allow for longer trains and less conflicting
passenger/cargo traffic mix
• Freight train priority at set times of day/night
• Drivers’ advice systems to optimise energy usage and line management (knock-on effects of traffic disturbances)

EUSALP labelled projects as examples:
• LIG.2 Genoa-Marseille railway axis
• PAC.1 Multimodal axis Valence-Val de Suze: modernization of the “Veynes Star”
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
List of stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail infra managers
Intermodal operators
Forwarders
Rail operators
Shippers/consignors
Road carriers
Shunting operators
Terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Road infra manager
Wagon keepers
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National government
Customs and other border authorities
ERA/National rail safety regulators
European Commission
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Stakeholder/aims tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Resolution of traffic conflicts
Improved reliability of paths
Technologies leading to lower maintenance costs
Technologies entailing lower management costs
Higher traffic volumes
Low impacts on own organisation
Sustained availability of funding

Rail traction operators
●
●
●
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of paths
Improved carrying capacity of trains (no of ITUs)
Improved loading gauge (gabarit)
Consistent infrastructure capability along corridors and in
terminals (e.g. traction limits, train length, loading gauge,
admission for dangerous goods)
New intermodal links/links/routes/backup routes
Terminals providing sufficient capacity
Terminal providing swift handling of trains
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains
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Improved availability of infra (incl. reduced track possession
times)
Improved reliability of timetables
Improved usage of assets (locomotives)
Clear planning on infrastructure and certainty about time horizons
for infrastructure improvements and availability
No traffic conflicts with passenger trains

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved reliability of paths
Consistency of infrastructure in terminals and on lines (train
length allowed on line, in terminal, in entry/exit yard)
Good capacity in entry/exit yard and along approach lines
Good capacity along approach roads
Sufficient number and optimal use of own equipment (eg cranes)
Sufficient number and optimal use of own tracks
Sufficient surface and optimal use of own yards (eg
loading/unloading, depot areas)

linksfoundation.com

Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Stakeholder/aims tables
Forwarders
●
●
●
●
●

Availability of services for regular shipments and for occasional
shipments at short notice
Reliable services
Wide choice of destinations
Wide choice of departure times (closing times at terminals)
Low operational costs

Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Civil society/local communities
●
●
●
●
●

Protection of natural environment
No or limited additional used land
No or limited impact on local communities (severance, noise,
pollution)
Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities
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Improved reliability of paths
Consistency of infrastructure in terminals and on lines (train
length allowed on line, in terminal, in entry/exit yard)
Good capacity in entry/exit yards and along approach lines
Good capacity along approach roads
Sufficient number and optimal use of own equipment (eg cranes)
Sufficient number and optimal use of own tracks
Sufficient surface and optimal use of own yards (eg
loading/unloading, depot areas)
Quays, draft and cranes consistent with port market and related
vessels’ maximum dimensions
Shippers/consignors

●
●
●
●

Reliability of shipments
Delivery time and price of shipments consistent with type of
goods transported
Control over departure/arrival time of shipments
Low environmental impact of transports
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Stakeholder/aims tables
Port Authorities
●
●
●

Increased port traffic/port calls
Sustained funding for port road/rail infrastructure development
Customs corridors

Maritime transport companies
●
●

National government

European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

●
●
●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
No detriment to regional and local passenger traffic
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
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Shorter port call times
Sustained availability of loads at ports where ships call

Lively national economies
Planning of actions consistent with national objectives and
resources
National network development perspective
No conflict with regional and long-distance passenger rail traffic
Balanced use of rail and road infrastructure

National transport regulator
●
●

Equitable access to terminals
Equitable access to rail infrastructure (pax vs cargo)
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

78

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Net map: FUNDING / INCENTIVES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

79

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs

25 GENNAIO 2022

Regional gov

Port Authority

Terminal
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
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National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator
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Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 6: Management of rail infrastructures
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Maritime tpt
companies

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

81

Terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Cluster topic 7
Overcoming barriers
for small companies
to make use of
intermodal transport
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Cluster 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Detail of the topic
• Cooperation across transport SMEs and forwarders SMEs to obtain critical mass and warrant regular departures of CT
trains
• Technological solutions to use equipment they already have (e.g. baskets to load non crane-able semi-trailers on trains)
• IT solutions tailored to companies with non-dedicated admin staff, flexible enough to adapt to SMEs work practices
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Cluster 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
List of stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intermodal operators
Rail operators
Forwarders (also SMEs)
Shippers/consignors (also SMEs)
Road carriers (also SMEs)
Terminal operators
Maritime transport companies
Road infra manager
Civil society/local communities
Port Authorities
Regional government
National government
Customs and other border authorities
ERA/National rail safety regulators
European Commission
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Stakeholder/aims tables
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●

Compliance with Ministry directives
Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of trains using paths
Technologies leading to lower maintenance costs
Technologies entailing lower management costs
Higher traffic volumes

Rail traction operators
●
●

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increased customer base
Improved load factor of trains and overall improved profitability
Lower operational costs
Use of same procedures for SMEs as for large MTOs/shippers
Improved usage of equipment (ITUs)
Balanced flows (return loads)
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Profitability of operations
Sustained demand for traction

Terminal operators
●
●
●
●
●

Increased traffic
Better planning of operations
Better usage of own equipment and space
Possibility to manage incoming road traffic
Improved profitability of terminal operations
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Stakeholder/aims tables
SME Road carriers

SME Forwarders
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Low operational costs
Balanced flows (return loads)
Reliable services
Wide choice of destinations
Large choice of routing options (also back-up ones)
Short response time for booking intermodal transport
No or limited additional burden on own admin, also related to
skills for digitalisation
Improved control of outsourced operations
Possibility to send shipments in small/non-regular batches
Possibility to use existing trusted suppliers (e.g. road transport
operators)
Confidentiality of data and customer flows
Civil society/local communities

●
●

Routing of vehicles not impacting on local communities
Sustainable economy of local communities
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●
●
●
●
●

Balanced flows (return loads)
Short turnaround times at terminals
Work distributed throughout the day in order to organise several
terminal/customer trips
No external control of operations
Possibility to diversify work
SME Shippers/consignors

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Reliability of transports
Visibility of shipments
No or limited additional burden on own admin, also related to
skills for digitalisation
Intermodal not more expensive than road transport
Simplicity of operations as with road transport
Flexibility with closing times
Control over own production and warehouse operations
Short response time for booking intermodal transport
Low environmental impact of shipments
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Stakeholder/aims tables
Port terminals
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Increased traffic
Improved reliability of paths and arrivals
Better planning of operations
Better usage of own equipment and space
Possibility to manage incoming road traffic
Improved profitability of terminal operations
Automation of operations
Automation/digitalisation of documents/data production and
exchange
Lower costs of operations
Quays, draft and cranes consistent with port market and related
vessels’ maximum dimensions

Maritime transport companies
●
●
●
●

Customs, border authorities and police, health authority

Port Authorities
●
●
●
●

Increased port traffic/port calls
Digitalisation of documents/data exchange
Port-hinterland cluster governance
Customs corridors
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Shorter port call times
Sustained availability of loads at ports where ships call
Control over hinterland transport
Better control of assets (ITUs)

●
●

Improved availability of information for ITUs risk management
Availability of digitalised documents/data
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Stakeholder/aims tables
National government

European Commission
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Level playing field across modes
Shift of cargo from road to rail
EU policy SMEs
TEN-T development accomplished
ERTMS deployment accomplished
Energy targets met
GHG and local pollutant targets met

●
●
●

Regional government
●
●
●
●

Improved transport options for local economies
Containment of external costs
No discontent voiced by local communities
Development of local industrial/innovation clusters
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Lively national economies
Planning of actions consistent with national objectives and
resources
Development of local industrial/innovation clusters

National transport regulator
●
●

Equitable access to transport information
Equitable access to transport infrastructure
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Net map: SERVICES

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

SME

Terminal
Ops

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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SME

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops

89

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

Rail traction
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

SME

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon
Keepers
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Net map: APPROVALS / POLITICAL DIRECTIONS

Civil society/
local comm.

Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Regional gov

Port Authority

SME

Terminal
Ops

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

SME

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
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National gov

(If part public ownership)

Natl transport
regulator

90

Eu Comm

Rail traction
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

SME

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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Topic 7: Overcoming barriers for SMEs to use intermod.transp.
Net map: OPERATIONAL INFORMATION / DATA

Civil society/
local comm.

Eu Comm

National gov

Regional gov

Port Authority

Natl transport
regulator
Road carriers

ERA + Rail
SafetyAgencies

Customs
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Terminal
Ops

Forwarders

Port terminal
Ops

SME

Shunting ops

Intermodal
ops
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SME

Rail traction
Ops

Maritime tpt
companies

SME

Shippers/
consignors

Rail IM

Road IM
Wagon leasing
companies
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